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INPUTS PROCESS

what we 
“DO”…

OUTPUTS

what we 
“PRODUCE” …

what we 
“USE”…

OUTCOMES

what we wish to 
“ACHIEVE” …

IMPACTS

what we wish to 
“CHANGE” …

Short or medium term results of 
specific beneficiaries from the 

output

Long term results at societal 
level from the outcome

cause

effect

driver

result

leading

lagging

BYST
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“know”

“be able to do”

“value”
“attitude”

BYST

“COMPETENT”
SCHOLAR

BYST
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๏ is something that students DO and it is the RESULT of that they do … 

๏ results in CHANGES in UNDERSTANDING, these changes in 

understanding enable learners to change their BEHAVIOUR … 

๏ can be considered as largely a COGNITIVE process (something that 

involves THINKING) but one that may be linked to the development 

of SKILLS and which can be influenced by AFFECTIVE (emotional) 
and contextual factors…

LEARNING:

BYST BYST
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LEARN 

In digital world, higher 
education institute must:
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๏ if students cannot achieve “LEARNING OUTCOMES/GOALS”, it is our 

RESPONSIBILITY  to find a new pedagogy or learning activity to 
facilitate or support their learning … 

๏ ASSESSMENT whether or not we DO everything RIGHT is a must 
… 

๏ students should get more than one CHANCES to prove that they can 

LEARN …

Ensuring Learning Attitude:

BYST

nurture

“nurture”

nature

not “as is”…

BYST

Accountability is a process, aimed at helping 
actors meet responsibilities and reach goals.
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High School
Students

HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM
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How do we know students achieve our 
leaning goals?  
How do we know students make progress 
in “LEARNING”? 
If students don’t succeed, how can we 
amend our system to eliminate any 
malfunctions?

first day

final day

stage 1

stage 2

stage 3

BYST

BYST

“LEARN”

don’t “LEARN”

BYST
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A B L II T Y

performance

BYST

we design  “HOW TO” DEVELOP student performance or ability, 

behaviour, and/or attitude …

CURRICULUM

BYST
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outcomes-based education traditional education
focus on “LEARNING” focus on “TEACHING”

begin with “learning outcomes” begin with “teaching objectives”

individual teaching and learning “one-size fit all” teaching and 
learning

assessment is a key assessment is a secondary

learning outcome is fixed, time 
variable

time is fixed, learning outcomes 
variable

teacher as facilitator and guide teacher as guardian of curriculum 

curriculum as a “process” curriculum as a “product”

BYST BYST

GOAL representing in terms of (programme) learning outcomes
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EVERYTHING
of higher education institute is

in a teaching and learning system

organised
around learning outcomes and the

SUCCESS
of all students …

BYST

Spady (1994)

All students can learn and 
succeed, but not all in the same 
time or in the same way. differentiate learning

Successful learning promotes 
even more successful 
learninghigh quality of teaching

University (and teachers) control 
many of the conditions that determine
whether or not students are 
successful at school learning.

learning environment

BYST
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PARADIGM

in HE …
BYST

Everything in HEI is organised and operates 

around “LEARNING” instead of the sage of 

“administrative convenience”, 

Everyone in HEI takes more responsibility
and accountability for student learning, 

Teacher believes that “all students” will 

succeed at HEI but may not be at the same 

time,

BYST

HEI strives to provide “individual teaching and 
learning” instead of “one size fit all”, 

Assessment is a “KEY”  not “secondary”, 

Learning outcome is fixed but time is varied, 

Curriculum is designed as “PROCESS” not 

“PRODUCT”, 

BYST

Can you identify key processes of 
“OUTCOME BASED EDUCATION 

(OBE)” ?
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OBE -  in a simple form…

Say what you want 

Do what you say 

Measure it 

Improve it
ensuring

accountability

BYST

OBE -  key processes…

BYST

High School
Students

HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM

Curriculum drives competences 

Competences 
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Competences drives curriculum 

Competences 

BYST

OBE is an education PLATFORM
that bases each part of the SYSTEM

 should have achieved
By the end of the learning 

experience eachSTUDENT
the learning outcomes...

around LEARNING OUTCOMES.

PROGRAMME / INTENDED / EXPECTED
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ESSENTIAL
principles

“END”
BEGIN with the  

in mind ... 

the significant outcomes the 
students will achieve as a 

result of their total 
programme …

BYST

final day

first day

design backward

deliver forward

enabling
LOs

enabling
LOs

enabling
LOs

enabling
LOs

building block

building block

building block

building block

Growth of Student
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GOAL
of the programme“trainable”

is not significant unless they reflect the complexities of 
real life and give prominence to the life roles that 
learners will face after they have finished their formal 
education…

Graduate

BYST

Elements of the 
Programme Specification 

Aims of the Programme 

Learning Outcomes of 
the Programme: 

Competences (Professional and 
Generic) 

 
 
 
 

Process informed by: 

Trigger Questions: 

University Level 
Descriptors 

Professional/Statutory 
Bodies Requirements 

Subject Benchmarks 

Programme learning outcomes 
broken down by level to ensure 
incremental attainment over 
duration of course 

Module 
Learning 
Outcomes 

Module 
Assessment 

Assessment 
Criteria 

Outcome for 
Level Attained 
through: 

Attainment 
verified by: 

Grades 
awarded 
according to: 

What's the purpose of the 
programme? 

What should students 
know and be able to do 

on completion? 

TQF

BYST

design 
backward/

design 
down…
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Elements of the 
Programme Specification 

Aims of the Programme 

Learning Outcomes of 
the Programme: 

Competences (Professional and 
Generic) 

 
 
 
 

Process informed by: 

Trigger Questions: 

University Level 
Descriptors 

Professional/Statutory 
Bodies Requirements 

Subject Benchmarks 

Programme learning outcomes 
broken down by level to ensure 
incremental attainment over 
duration of course 

Module 
Learning 
Outcomes 

Module 
Assessment 

Assessment 
Criteria 

Outcome for 
Level Attained 
through: 

Attainment 
verified by: 

Grades 
awarded 
according to: 

What's the purpose of the 
programme? 

What should students 
know and be able to do 

on completion? 

TQF

BYST

OBE FRAMEWORK

BYSTBYST

first day

final day

fromlearning
competent

person

Development
beginner

what we want to “CHANGE”…

Growth of Student

first day

final day

what is the route like for our students from the 

first day to the final day? 

how can we help them along the path?
what are the competences 
(knowledge, skills, and attitude) 
gap between each stage? 
how do we know our students 
are ready for the next stage? 
what is the specification of our 
academic and supporting staff?  
who are our learners? 

Growth of Student

Programme must be designed based on 
these following questions: 
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first day

final day

Growth of Student
BYST
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significant

informativeengaging

significant

informativeengaging

BYST BYSTBYST

“why should students take 
these core courses?”…

“what is the SIGNIFICANT learning” for students 
to know, be able to do, or values (their 

accomplishment)?”…
“PERFORMANCE not topics (what a student 
should be able to do in order successfully 
to complete the programme)”.

ect…
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what does the cupcake look like?

BYST

what does the cupcake look like?

BYST

what does the cupcake look like?

BYST

11

12

13

14

2122

23

24 31

41

15 25

32

33

34 42

43

44

35

45

what you 
see in each 
picture 
representing 
the 
“essential” 
learning” of 
each 
learning 
module or 
“LO”…
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HOW
to implement OBE …
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Traditional OBE can be simply performed by 
using the existing curriculum.  It does not have 

the clear picture of intended learning 
outcomes that lie beyond the curriculum.  It 

should be labeled “curriculum-based 
objectives (CBO)” since the outcomes come 

after the curriculum in the design process.  The 
traditional OBE is focused on “short-term”, 

“subject-specific” outcomes … 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x

Transitional OBE focuses outcomes that reflect 
higher order competencies which cut across 

traditional subjects.  It addresses the question: 
“what is most essential for students to know, be 

able to do, and be like in order to be successful 
when they have graduated.  Content is used as the 

vehicle to attain higher order competencies such 
as problem solving, critical thinking, effective 

communication and technological applications. An 
integration-across-the-curriculum approach is 

adhered to … 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

x

Transformation OBE is based on the concept of 
equipping all students with all the knowledge, 

competence, and orientations needed for 
success after graduating the college.  It is the 

highest evolution of OBE introduced by Spady. 
For Spady, learning is not significant unless the 

outcomes reflect the complexities of real life 
… 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

BYST
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